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The leeches (Hirudo medicinalis) have proven to be a good
model for deciphering basic biological processes for two main
reasons: first of all, they have a reduced dimension and, despite a
relative anatomical simplicity, share with vertebrates the complexity
of immunological mechanisms and wound-healing processes;
secondly, in animal kingdom there is a remarkable evolutionary
conservation of biological responses, cell types, cellular mechanisms,
and molecules. One of the most phylogenetically conserved system,
from lower invertebrates to man, is the innate immune system that,
strictly interacting with neuro-endocrine one, guarantees a powerful
protection to organisms1-3.

A wide range of invertebrate immunocytes share with vertebrate
phagocytic macrophages and cytotoxic Natural killer (NK) cells,
migration ability, chemotaxis, phagocytosis, and cytotoxicity in
response to stress, wound-healing or transplantation4,5. Once
stimulated, invertebrate immunocytes synthesize molecules typical
of the immune and neuroendocrine systems, together with a large
amount of peptides3-9.

In our paper, here commented10 we have provided evidences
about the presence in the leech of telocytes (TC), a new type of cell
involved in surveillance and protection that has just been recently
described as ubiquitous in vertebrates, including humans11-14.

As in vertebrate species, leech TCs are stromal cells (distinct from
macrophages, NK cells, fibroblasts) spread in various tissues and
strategically localized among resident cells, nearby the capillaries
and the nerve endings. These cells, organized in an extensive threedimensional network, show direct interactions with adjacent cells
via gap junctions, and contacts with the surrounding basal lamina
via hemidesmosomes and with collagen of connective tissue via
proteoglycans10.

The networking among TCs themselves and with different cellular
types is essentially due to their morphological characteristics. Leech
telocytes show a tiny spindle-shaped cell body from which the
telopods, very long convoluted cytoplasmic processes, originate. The
interaction among these and the other cells is obtained in two ways:
physically, by direct cell–cell contacts and, chemically, via the release
of microvesicles and exosomes, which can transport a variety of
soluble factors involved in the regulation of different physiological
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processes 10.

Immunophenotype of TCs is quite complex11-13. We
have demonstrated 10 that leech TCs display a doublepositive immunostaining with CD34/vimentin, c-kit/
vimentin, c-kit/CD34 and c-kit/Oct-4, which are stem cell
markers expressed simultaneously with the hallmarks of
TCs. Moreover leech TCs, as various types of immunocytes
belonging to different invertebrate taxa, express markers
of the immune-surveillance such as Toll-like receptors
(TLRs) 4 and 5, allograft inflammatory factor-1 (Aif-1 also
known as IBA-1) involved in inflammatory responses,
adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) implicated in the
immune and neuroendocrine responses, and endogenous
pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-18.
Leech-TCs, once activated in response to chemical or
physical stimuli, are able to change their morphology
and behaviour, acquiring migratory phenotype, and
overexpress the previously mentioned markers. During
angiogenesis phase characterizing graft rejection [15-17]
and wound healing [10], H. medicinalis telocytes originating
from circulating precursor cells, rapidly move away
from the capillary lumen toward the injured area where
they accumulate and participate in repair/regenerative
processes10.

Taken together the data presented in the commented
paper10, integrated with current literature on
vertebrates11-14, not only provide evidence for the existence
of a 3D TC network in the examined invertebrate model,
analogous to that of vertebrates, but also reinforce the
concept that this evolutionarily conserved system, formed
by resident cells, forms an extended network aimed
at the recognition of danger signals from the external
or endogenous environment. Once activated, the first
response of H. medicinalis TCs results in alert messages
circulating in all directions and involving any body districts
The TC immuno-surveillance system, obtained by direct
cell-cell contacts and soluble mediators released in loco,
controls and drives the activity of different cell types in
different body regions. The 3D network of TCs, equipped
to function as an immune-neuro-endocrine system, is
able to respond promptly and faster than other types of
immunocytes due to their residentiality. Macrophages
and NK cells are activated and become operative, showing
a migratory and proliferative phenotypes, in response to
soluble signals derived by the cells directly involved in
lesioned or injured sites and slowly spreading through the
matrix.
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involved in archiving data pertaining to external or internal
threats. We have already hypothesized the existence of a
form of memory in allo- and xeno-transplantation in
leeches because the responses were always faster and
stronger in second-set grafting experiments than in the
first-set ones 17. For these reasons it is tempting to speculate
that 3D-TC network, with the capability to integrate many
different functions, might also play a role in innate immune
memory (also indicated as “trained immunity”). Trained
immunity is defined as the capacity of innate immune
system to respond more effectively not only to previously
encountered insults, but also to new, unrelated ones18. It
involves cells devoid of specific antigen receptors that, until
some years ago, were considered unable to mount memory
responses (myeloid cells, NK) cells, innate lymphoid cells
(ILCs). At variance with classical immunological memory,
trained immunity makes use of germline-encoded pattern
recognition receptors such as Toll-Like Receptors (TLRs)
and epigenetic mechanisms of cell reprogramming19.

A growing number of studies suggest that TCs are
involved in a variety of processes mediated by homo- and
heteromechanical and electrochemical communications11.
Indeed, a very provocative idea arises from the expanded
comparison among leech TCs, leech microglia20,21 and
vertebrate microglia22-25. All these cells present a number
of similarities in morphology, cellular functions, cell
surface antigens, histochemical properties, mesodermal
origin, capability to migrate, proliferate and differentiate
in response to injury (see table 1). Interestingly, microglia
(from invertebrates20,21,26 and vertebrates22-25) and TCs can
be considered as the ancient, conserved interface between
immune and neuroendocrine systems as they share similar
mediators and receptors, from lower invertebrates up to
human. Furthermore, as TCs have receptors, such as TLR-4,

Table 1: Comparison between morphology, dimensions, cell
surface markers, specific molecules useful for the identification and
characterization of telocytes and microglia.

Leech TCs, that share the same mesodermal lineage with
various types of invertebrate/vertebrate immunocytes,
are part of innate immunity and play an important role
in monitoring the self/non-self, but they could also be
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and -5 potentially relevant to trigger signalling that makes
them primed and trained for a faster response to a second
antigen exposure, it is possible that TCs as a primordial
network of defence share some functional features of
trained immunity with other more popular innate immune
cells such as NK cells and macrophages27. In this perspective,
TCs could be considered as non-terminally differentiated
cells forming a sort of primordial network with features of
immature neuro/immune-cells.

Thus, it can be hypothesised that TCs and microglial
cells could represent the same type of cells resident in
different districts, able to detect the first signs of invasion
or tissue damage, and to provide a rapid and quick first-line
response to these threats. Furthermore, considering the
apparently universal diffusion of the 3D telocyte network,
it is likely that it serves as a primordial, fundamental
defence and cell-to-cell communication system, that could
be directly or indirectly involved in the pathogenesis of
disorders characterized by inflammatory profile, such
as several heart, lung and intestinal diseases28-31. If this
hypothesis is confirmed, the biological (and maybe also
clinical) relevance of our speculations might be to be taken
into serious consideration and a new chapter of the local/
organ-related immunity will be written.
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